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Abstract

Mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) carries not only well-conserved protein coding, tRNA and

rRNA genes, but also highly variable non-coding regions (NCRs). However, the NCRs show

poor conservation across species, making their function and evolution elusive. Identification

and functional characterization of NCRs across species would be critical for addressing these

questions. To this end, we devised a computational pipeline and performed de novo assembly

and annotation of mtDNA from 19 Caenorhabditis species using next-generation sequencing

(NGS) data. The mtDNAs for 14 out of the 19 species are reported for the first time.

Comparison of the 19 genomes reveals species-specific sampling of partial displacement-loop

(D-loop) sequence as a novel NCR inserted into a unique tRNA cluster, suggesting an important

role of the D-loop and the tRNA cluster in shaping NCR evolution. Intriguingly, RNA-Seq analy-

sis suggests that a novel NCR resulting from a recent duplication of NADH dehydrogenase sub-

unit 5 (ND5) could be utilized as a 30 UTR for up-regulation of its upstream gene. The

expression analysis shows a species- and sex-specific expression of mitochondrial genes

encoded by mtDNA and nucleus, respectively. Our analyses provide important insights into the

function and evolution of mitochondrial NCRs and pave the way for further studying the func-

tion and evolution of mitochondrial genome.

Key words: Caenorhabditis, non-coding region (NCR), mitochondrial genome, mitochondrial transcriptome

1. Introduction

A typical mitochondrial genome (mtDNA) consists of a circular
DNA, which encodes ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), transfer RNAs
(tRNAs) and a subset of proteins that are exclusively used by mito-
chondrion.1 Defect in these genes causes severe diseases.2 These ele-
ments are usually located on two separate DNA strands. Unlike
eukaryotic nuclear genes that contain exon(s), intron(s), untranslated

region (UTR) and independent regulatory regions, mtDNA-encoded
genes are usually transcribed into a polycistronic transcript before
they are punctuated into individual transcripts.3 Therefore, these
genes do not contain their own regulatory sequence and UTR and
carry few intergenic sequences.4 One of the most sizable non-coding
regions (NCRs) is the D-loop that is found across species and has
been proposed to function as a start site for DNA replication and
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transcription. In addition to the D-loop, species- or population-
specific NCRs have also been identified across species.5 Given the
highly compact configuration of mitochondrial genes, determination
of the origin and function of these poorly conserved NCRs is critical
for understanding the evolution and regulation of mtDNA.

The nematode genus Caenorhabditis is an excellent model for
studying the NCR biogenesis and function because species- or strain-
specific NCRs have already been documented in this genus. In addi-
tion to the D-loop, all the currently available Caenorhabditis mtDNAs
share another NCR, which is approximately 100 bp in length and is
located between the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 4 (ND4) and cy-
clooxygenase (COX1) genes.6–8 An NCR with similar sequence is also
present in the Pristionchus pacificus mtDNA, albeit with a reduced
length of 51 bp.9 This NCR was postulated to be another mtDNA rep-
lication origin aside from the D-loop.9,10 With the exception of the
two relatively conserved NCRs, other NCRs have also been docu-
mented occasionally. For example, in addition to the two relatively
conserved NCRs, C. briggsae carries another one or two NCR(s) in a
strain-dependent manner.6,7 C. sinica also carries an extra NCR.6

Comparative and functional genomics study of the mitochondria from
more related Caenorhabditis species is valuable for understanding
NCR evolution and function. We referred to the available nematode
mtDNA that can and cannot be rendered circular as complete and par-
tial genome, respectively. Partial or complete mtDNA have been
reported for five Caenorhabditis species (Table 1), including C. ele-
gans,11 C. briggsae,8 C. nigoni,12 C. tropicalis13 and C. sinica.6 Unlike
mtDNAs in mammals and other species that encodes 13 proteins on
two separate DNA strands,4 all the existing Caenorhabditis mtDNAs
encode 12 proteins on a single strand along with two rRNAs (12S and
16S) and 22 tRNAs, all of which are presumably transcribed as a sin-
gle unit followed by punctuation into individual transcript as those in
human.11 C. briggsae mtDNA usually carries four NCRs arranged in

a clockwise order, i.e. a D-loop, a pseudo ND5-1 located between
ND2 and CYTB, a shared NCR mentioned above and a pseudo-ND5-
2. To facilitate the comparison of NCRs across species, we referred to
the four as NCR1, NCR2, NCR3 and NCR4, respectively. We named
the NCR in other species in the similar way based their location in re-
spective mtDNA regardless of their sequence homology. The NCR2 is
present in C. sinica but not in C. nigoni, the sister species of C. brigg-
sae,7 indicating its fast turnover rate.

Thanks to an effective isolation method, many new Caenorhabditis
species have recently been recovered in their wild habitats,14 20 of
which have their genome sequenced.15 However, complete or partial
mtDNA is available only for a handful of species. The availability of
genomic data and mRNA-sequencing (mRNA-Seq) data creates an
opportunity to generate and annotate mtDNA in these species.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data sources

The NGS genomic sequencing data for the mtDNA assembly were
downloaded from NCBI SRA website. The details of each data source
were listed in Supplementary Table S1. Also listed in the table are the
data sources for the mRNA sequencing from mix-staged worms that
were used for nuclear gene annotation here (see below). The mRNA
sequencing data for L4/young adult worms were produced by the fol-
lowing three research projects which were used for quantifying abun-
dance of mitochondrial gene transcripts. RNA-Seq data for C. elegans
fog-2 (q71) mutant pseudo-females/males, C. briggsae she-1 (v47) mu-
tant pseudo-females/males, and C. remanei, C. brenneri and C. japon-
ica wild-type males/females were downloaded from GSE41367.16

RNA-Seq data for C. elegans and P. pacificus wild-type hermaphro-
dites/males were downloaded from GSE53144.17 RNA-Seq data for

Table 1. Statistics of the mtDNA sequences in Caenorhabditis species and P. pacificus

Species Strain Accessiono. Size (bp) Statusa NCR1b NCR2 NCR3 NCR4

Newly assembled
C. afra JU1286 KY552909 14245 Circular 664 216 110 –
C. angaria PS1010 KY552902 13596 Partialc 264 – 96 –
C. brenneri PB2801 KY552900 14212 Circular 672 200 112 –
C. castelli JU1956 KY552910 13655 Circular 310 – 96 –
C. doughertyi JU1771 KY552904 13719 Circular 385 – 108 –
C. japonica DF5081 MF370516 13988 Circular 643 – 109 –
C. macrosperma JU2083 KY552908 13633 Circular 298 – 106 –
C. nouraguensis JU2079 KY552907 13786 Circular 443 – 104 –
C. plicata SB355 KY552901 14248 Circular 929 – 101 –
C. remanei PB4641 KY552899 13610 Partial 291 – 107 –
C. sp. 38 JU2809 KY552911 13762 Circular 428 – 100 –
C. monodelphis JU1667 KY552903 13350 Partial 62 – 106 –
C. virilis JU1968 KY552905 13661 Partial 344 – 99 –
C. wallacei JU1898 KY552906 13705 Circular 372 – 109 –
C. nigoni JU1421 KP259621 13856 Circular 518 – 109 –
Existing
C. briggsae AF16 NC_009885 14420 Circular 548 222 109 324
C. elegans N2 NC_001328 13794 Circular 466 – 109 –
C. sinica JU727 EU407780 13886 Circulard 383 234 109 –
C. tropicalis JU1836 KM403565 13874 Circular 410 130 107 –
P. pacificus PS312 NC_015245 15954 Circular 2222 425c 51 –

aCircular/complete mtDNA can be achieved during mtDNA assembly.
bSize in bp for NCR1-4.
cLocated in a different tRNA cluster from NCR2 in Caenorhabditis species (Fig. 1C).
dPrevious mtDNA was partial and was rendered circular by Nanopore sequencing.
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C. briggsae wild-type hermaphrodites/males and C. nigoni females/
males were generated in our previous study, GSE76306.18

2.2. Mitochondrial DNA assembly and annotation

Attempt to mtDNA assembly was first made using various existing
mtDNA DNA assembly pipelines, including MITObim, NOVOPlasty
and ARC.19,20 However, the NGS data for Caenorhabditis species
were generated using different sequencing platforms with various read
characteristics (Supplementary Table S1). Only relatively small contigs
could be assembled. In addition, the annotation steps were not incor-
porated into these packages. Consequently, a third party webserver,
Dogma21 and MITOS,22 for example, is required to generate annota-
tion for mtDNA. Therefore, a computational pipeline customized for
Caenorhabditis mtDNA assembly and annotation was devised to ac-
commodate all data sources described above.

A pipeline for mtDNA assembly and annotation was designed as
shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. First, the average read coverage was
roughly calculated through dividing the total number of nucleotides by a
genome size of 100 Mb. The algorithm works by automatically fetching
mitochondrion-specific sequencing reads from an NGS data archive
with BWA-MEM23 using the mtDNA of a closely related species as a
reference index. The fetched reads, together with their pair-end partners,
were used to assemble contigs with Spades assembler.24 The contigs
were then filtered by read coverage, only those with a 10-times higher
coverage than the average read coverage would be chosen for subse-
quent analysis. And the filtered contigs were then added to the reference
index to be used for the next round of sequence fetching. The process
was reiterated till the possible mitochondrial reads in a given data source
were exhausted or the filtered contigs between two consecutive rounds
were identical. The contigs were rendered circular whenever possible fol-
lowed by automatic annotations of tRNAs and coding genes using anno-
tated C. elegans mtDNA as a reference. As a test, C. briggsae NGS reads
relevant to mtDNA was initially fetched with C. elegans mtDNA as a
reference. These steps were used as a training set for pipeline design to
optimize the parameters in the pipeline. The source code and the raw
data used in this study were deposited in the website: https://github.com/
runsheng/mitovar). The pipeline was named as Mitovar (Version 0.99).

To benchmark the Mitovar compared with existing softwares for
mtDNA assembly, we tested the NGS data of Caenorhabditis species from
different sequencing platforms with various read characteristics, including
Roche 454, Illumina and ION torrent (Supplementary Table S1).
NOVOPlasty and ARC crashed when fed with 454 reads, possibly due to
a wide range in read length. Therefore, we only tested these pipelines using
C. brenneri reads generated with Illumina platform only. Using NGS data
derived from four different Illumina sequencing libraries (Supplementary
Table S1) as the read sources and C. briggsae mtDNA sequence as a refer-
ence index, we compared the performances between these pipelines by
running the programs with default parameters. As a result, Mitovar
(V0.99) produced a single contig with a size of 14,212bp, which was es-
sentially a complete mtDNA; whereas NOVOPlasty (V1.2.3) and ARC
(V1.1.3) produced a single contig with a size of 3,870 and 4,959bp, re-
spectively. Mitobim (V1.9) produced three separated contigs with a size of
1,267, 1,523 and 1,704bp, respectively. The details of the outs can be
found in the link below (https://github.com/Runsheng/mitovar/blob/master/
data/benchmark_cbre.fasta), indicating the superiority of the Mitovar over
the other pipelines in handling the Caenorhabditis mtDNAs.

2.3. Phylogenetic inference

For generation of phylogenetic tree, the amino acid sequences of 12
mtDNA-encoded proteins from each species were concatenated with

those from P. pacificus as an outgroup, protein sequence alignment and
maximum likelihood (ML) tree generation with 1000 bootstraps were
performed in ETE3 package,25 using the workflow ‘standard_raxml_
bootstrap’ and ‘ptree_raxml_all’.26 The alignment files in ‘fasta’ format
and the resulting tree file in ‘newick’ format has been deposited in the
website: https://github.com/Runsheng/mitovar/tree/master/data.

2.4. Orthology establishment for nucleus-encoded

proteins present in mitochondria between human and

Caenorhabditis species

The C. elegans nucleus-encoded mitochondrial genes were defined by
the following steps. Human mitochondrial genes were derived from
MitoCarta2.0.27 Their C. elegans orthologs were derived from
Wormbase (WS254).28 To identify C. elegans’s orthologs in other
Caenorhabditis species, C. elegans mitochondrial genes were used as
a query against EggNOG (evolutionary genealogy of genes: Non-
supervised Orthologous Groups) database (v4.5), from which ortho-
log tables for C. briggsae, C. remanei, C. brenneri, C. japonica and
P. pacificus were derived.29 The NOGs were further annotated by re-
moving the 12 mtDNA encoded terms, and marking all genes di-
rectly related to oxidative phosphorylation complexes. The resulting
NOGs were listed in Supplementary Dataset S1. Nuclear genes from
other Caenorhabditis species were assembled using Trinity V2.2.30

They were used to fetch corresponding mitochondrial terms in the
EggNOG database using ‘hmmsearch’.29 The orthologs for the 14
Caenorhabditis species were listed in Supplementary Dataset S2.

2.5. Quantification of mRNA sequencing data for

mtDNA-encoded mitochondrial genes

For quantifying the abundance of gene transcripts, mRNA sequencing
reads derived from young adults were mapped to respective reference
mtDNA sequences using BWA-MEM with default parameters.23

Reads with multiple hits or a lower than 20 of MAPping Quality
(MAPQ) value were discarded using Samtools (V1.1). Total number
of reads mapped to each gene or NCR were counted using HTseq-
count V0.6.31 To generate expression track with RNA-Seq data, count
of reads uniquely mapped to mtDNA was normalized against the total
number of reads in a given sample. The normalized read counts were
used to compute read coverage per nucleotide over the mtDNA. To
compare relative expression levels across species using heatmap,
Reads Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads (RPKM)
were calculated for all the samples of each species by averaging the
read counts from all samples. To make expression levels comparable
across species, the relative expression level was calculated for each
gene and NCR by normalization against the average expression level
of the 12 protein-coding genes with each species. The resulting expres-
sion data matrix was used in the downstream analysis. The matrix
was used as an input for average linkage clustering analysis with
‘hclust’ function in R Version 3.1.132 with default parameters.

2.6. Quantification of mRNA sequencing data for

nucleus-encoded mitochondrial genes

Protein sequences encoded by 1,158 human nuclear genes were cu-
rated in mitochondria MitoCarta 2.0.27 Their C. elegans orthologs
were retrieved from Wormbase (WS254).28 The orthologs of the C.
elegans mitochondrial proteins in other nematode species were
obtained by querying the individual C. elegans mitochondrial genes
in EggNOG database 4.5.29 RPKM for each NOG terms was calcu-
lated using ‘Salmon’ V8.1 with default parameters.33 For all the nu-
clear genes in a single NOG term, transcripts from all isoforms were
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merged for RPKM calculation. To make the expression levels com-
parable across species, gene expression levels for each NOG term
were normalized in each species by dividing the average RPKM of all
genes within each sample to give rise to the relative expression level
of each NOG term. The resulting expression values were used in
downstream analysis.34

2.7. Closing the gap in C. sinica D-loop region using

nanopore sequencing

C. sinica D-loop region was first amplified by nested PCR using the ge-
nomic DNA extracted from the strain JU727 as a template. The for-
ward and reverse primer sequences for the first round of PCR were
TCGGTCTTCCTCACTTTT and TCTTAGCAACCCAAATGC, re-
spectively. The forward and reverse primer sequences for the second
round of PCR were TAAGGGTTATACCTTATTTTTAAG and
ATTAAACTATTTACTGAAAACCA, respectively. Because the result-
ing PCR products still contained multiple bands with subtle difference
in size even after multiple attempts through tuning PCR parameter,
which is consistent with a previous study that also failed in recovering
the full-length of the D-loop,7 it is not possible to resolve the D-loop se-
quence by Sanger sequencing. Nanopore sequencing technique was
used to directly sequence the PCR products. Specifically, the PCR

products were size selected by gel purification for multiple bands ap-
proximately 490 bp in size, which were used for making sequencing li-
brary using 1 D ligation gDNA kit (SQK-LSK108). The library was
sequenced on a Nanopore MinION sequencer with R9.4 flow cell
(FLO-MIN106) according to manufacturer’s descriptions.

Given the complications associated with the D-loop amplification,
we reasoned that there could be multiple isoforms of D-loop in the C.

sinica mtDNA. After self-correction for read errors and haplotyping
using Nanocorr (https://github.com/jgurtowski/nanocorr), we chose
the contigs with the highest read coverage for building consensus se-
quence, which may represent only one of the possible D-loop isoforms
plus its neighbouring tRNA gene. The Nanopore sequencing data and
the resulting D-loop sequence were deposited in SRA under BioProject
PRJNA390876 with accession number of SRR5712476.

3. Results

3.1. De novo assembly of mitochondrial genome for 14

Caenorhabditis species using Mitovar

We first performed de novo genome assembly using Mitovar for four
Caenorhabditis species whose complete or partial mtDNAs are avail-
able except C. elegans (Fig. 1A and Table 1). The mtDNA sequences

Figure 1. Species-specific sampling of ND5 or non-conserved part of D-loop (also called NCR-1) as a novel NCR2. (A) A phylogenetic tree of Caenorhabditis spe-

cies inferred from the sequences of 12 mitochondrial proteins. Scale of branch length is indicated on the left. Tree was constructed with ML methods imple-

mented in raxML using the concatenated 12 protein sequences from 19 Caenorhabditis species with P. pacifics as an outgroup. The bootstrap support values in

percent from 1000 repeats are indicated on branch node. Five species that contain an NCR2 are highlighted in green. Elegans and Drosophilae supergroup are

differentially shaded. The mtDNAs that were previously assembled are indicated with ‘*’. (B) Diagrams showing the origins of NCR2 or 4 (green ribbons) in the

mtDNA of C. briggsae, respectively. Sampled sequence size and relative position are shown in scale. (C) Diagrams showing the origins of NCR2 (grey ribbons)

in the mtDNA of C. sinica, C. tropicalis, C. brenneri, C. afra and P. pacificus. Mitochondrial genes are differentially colour coded based on the MRCs they are affil-

iated with as indicated on the top left. Consensus size in kb is indicated starting from the Phenylalanine tRNA gene (P). NCR, NCR. Note, only C. briggsae con-

tains an NCR4 located in the boundary between ND3 and ND5. All six species carry an NCR2 located in a single tRNA gene cluster. The NCR1 and 3 are shared

in all Caenorhabditis species.
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we produced were all identical to the existing ones, demonstrating
that Mitovar was effective in retrieving and annotating mtDNA. We
therefore performed subsequent sequence analysis using the publicly
available mtDNAs for the five species and one outgroup species, P.
pacificus, except for C. sinica, for which we used the complete
mtDNA generated here for subsequent analysis (Table 1). We next
performed de novo genome assembly for the remaining 15
Caenorhabditis species whose mtDNAs were not available, although
the NGS data of their genomic DNAs were available (Table 1). We
successfully generated genome assemblies for 14 of the 15 species us-
ing the NGS reads from various sequencing platforms, including
Roche 454, Illumina Genome Analyzer II, MiSeq and HiSeq
(Supplementary Table S1). Ten out of the 14 mtDNAs were complete
as judged by their circular status as well as the presence of all genes
expected from C. elegans mtDNA, whereas the remaining four
mtDNAs seemed to be incomplete because they could not be ren-
dered circular mainly due to the incompleteness in their D-loop
regions (Table 1). The D-loop region commonly carries many simple
tandem repeats that are rich in AT, which are problematic for re-
trieving complete sequence of the D-loop, leading to a partial
mtDNA in a linear format (Table 1). This is the case of C. sinica,
whose existing mtDNA is incomplete because of its partial D-loop se-
quence.6 We successfully rendered the mtDNA circular using
Nanopore sequencing reads (see Materials and methods). We failed
in genome assembly for one species, C. guadeloupensis, previously
known as C. sp. 20,35 presumably due to the insufficient reads (cov-
erage lower than 2�) that could be fetched from the deposited data-
set. The size selection steps during their preparation of sequencing
library probably eliminated most of the mitochondrial reads.

We annotated the mtDNAs for all 14 species using Mitovar.
Unlike human mtDNA-encoded genes that are located on both DNA
strands, all the 19 Caenorhabditis mtDNAs carry the same number
of genes, including 12 genes encoding part of the 4 mitochondrial re-
spiratory chain (MRC) complexes, 2 rRNA (12S and 16S) and 22
tRNA genes that are located on a single DNA strand with identical
synteny (Fig. 1B and C). We defined the start position of the circular
mtDNA as the start of the phenylalanine tRNA gene (tRNA-P) lo-
cated immediately downstream of the D-loop region, which is similar
to that used in human.4 To test the use of annotated protein sequen-
ces in phylogenetic inference, we built a ML phylogenetic tree of
Caenorhabditis species using the concatenated amino acid sequences
from the 12 proteins in each species (Fig. 1A and Supplementary
Fig. S2) as described.25 The topology of the tree generated here was
mostly in agreement with that of a previous phylogenetic tree con-
structed using the DNA sequences from 11 nuclear genes.14 Slight
discrepancy in node branching within the ‘Elegans supergroup’ was
likely due to the protein sequences used here but the DNA sequences
used previously.

3.2. Species-specific sampling of D-loop as a novel

NCR in a tRNA cluster of mtDNA in Caenorhabditis

species

The availability of mtDNAs for 19 Caenorhabditis species allowed
us to examine the evolutionary dynamics and origin of the
NCRs across species. D-loop is present in all Caenorhabditis species
(Figs 1C and 2A). The lengths of the intact D-loop/NCR1 vary sub-
stantially among species (Table 1). The most variable regions of the
D-loops are located at their 50 regions. The relatively conserved
regions of the D-loops are located at their 30 regions, which are rich
in AT repeats (Fig. 2A). NCR3 located between ND4 and COX1 is

also present in all Caenorhabditis species, which is highly conserved
in size (96–112 bp) and in nucleotide sequence (Fig. 2B). In addition
to C. briggsae and C. sinica, we detected three other Caenorhabditis
species that carried an NCR2 in the same tRNA cluster as that in
C. briggsae, including C. afra, C. brenneri and C. tropicalis (Fig. 1C
and Table 1). The NCR2s from C. afra, C. sinica and C. briggsae are
all located between genes tRNA-Q and tRNA-F, whereas the NCR2s
from C. brenneri and C. tropicalis are located between genes tRNA-I
and tRNA-R, or between tRNA-Q and tRNA-R, respectively. The
sequences of NCR2s are barely alignable between species (Fig. 2C).
Apparently, NCR4 is unique to C. briggsae.

To trace sequence origin of the NCR2s, we performed homology
search against both nuclear and mitochondrial sequences. Strikingly,
unlike C. briggsae NCR2, which shows the highest sequence homolog
to its ND56, the NCR2s in all the other species show the highest se-
quence homology to their respective D-loop regions (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Fig. S3), suggesting their origins from the D-loop.
A previous study proposed that C. sinica NCR2 was originated from
ND5 based on its modest sequence homology with its incomplete
D-loop sequence.7 To confirm this, we performed sequence homology
search against NCBI non-redundant DNA sequence database and
against the complete D-loop sequence we generated. Although no hit
was found in the database, apparent sequence homology between
NCR2 and D-loop was observed in C. sinica (Supplementary Fig.
S3D) with a much higher similarity score than that between C. sinica
NCR2 and ND5. The sequence homology in C. sinica is similar to
that in C. afra, C. brenneri and C. tropicalis, suggesting its origin from
its D-loop rather than from its ND5. Although C. briggsae is more
closely related to C. nigoni than to any other Caenorhabditis species,
the two species do not share NCR number and origin, indicating that
the NCR2 and NCR4 are generated after divergence from their com-
mon ancestor. Notably, like the NCR2s in all Caenorhabditis species
which are located in the tRNA cluster between ND2 and cytochrome
b (CYTB) genes (Fig. 1B and C), a P. pacificus NCR was also located
in a tRNA cluster between COX1 and COX2. Sequence alignment
shows that the NCR was also originated from the 50 part of its D-loop
(Fig. 1C and Supplementary Fig. S3F). Taken together, our data show
that most novel NCRs arise frequently by sampling the D-loop with
the exception of C. briggsae NCR2 and NCR4. The results also show
that tRNA cluster is a hotspot for introduction of novel NCR. It is not
clear why C. briggsae NCR2 adopts an unusual origin compared with
the NCR2 origins in other Caenorhabditis species. It is also enigmatic
why only a subset of Caenorhabditis species produces a NCR2. In
summary, we demonstrated that most of the NCR2s were generated
by species-specific sampling of the partial D-loop followed by insertion
into a unique tRNA cluster. Whether the NCR2s are strain-specific
awaits further investigation. Given the species-specific origin of NCRs,
a fascinating question is whether the highly variable NCRs are func-
tional in vivo.

3.3. NCR4 is highly expressed, which is associated with

up-regulation of ND3 in C. briggsae

To explore the function of these highly variable NCRs, we quantified
the expression of all mtDNA-encoded genes and NCRs using the
existing RNA-Seq data, mostly derived from mRNA. To make the
expression levels comparable between species, we only used the ex-
pression data derived from young adult stage from which we pro-
duced the relative expression level within each sample (see Materials
and methods). It is intriguing that although most NCRs show no or
modest expression relative to coding genes, the NCR2 and NCR4 in
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C. briggsae are highly expressed (Fig. 3A and B). Given the unique
origin of the two genes from ND5 as opposed to the NCR2s in other
four species which were originated from a NCR, i.e. D-loop, we
asked whether the elevated expression of the two C. briggsae NCRs
served to provide an extra dosage of the duplicated ND5 or played a
regulatory role for their neighbouring genes. To this end, we per-
formed hierarchical clustering of the relative expression levels of all
protein-coding genes encoded by mtDNA using existing RNA-Seq
data in the nine nematode strains, including seven nematode species
(Supplementary Datasets S1 and S2). Surprisingly, the results showed
that C. briggsae ND3 expression level was roughly two orders of
magnitude higher than that in the remaining six species (Fig. 3B).
The NCR4 is duplicated from the mid-part of ND5 in C. briggsae
(Fig. 1B) with at least two independent single-nucleotide deletions,
leading to no open reading frame (ORF) that was continuous with its
neighbouring genes, i.e. ND3 and ND5 (Supplementary Fig. S4). In
addition, the duplicated fragment is flanked by the sequences

showing poor alignment with ND5, indicating that it is unlikely that
the expression of NCR4 serves to increase the ND5 dosage, consis-
tent with previous observations.6,7,36 Given a significantly elevated
expression of ND3 in C. briggsae versus its counterpart in other spe-
cies and that the NCR4 is located immediately downstream of the
gene, we reasoned that the NCR4 might serve as a 30 UTR for ND3
to up-regulate its expression. To examine this possibility, we counted
the number of RNA-Seq reads with poly-A tail immediately after the
end of ND3 or NCR4. To our surprise, in contrast to other protein-
coding neighbouring genes, for example, ND6 and ND4L, whose
transcripts are individually polyadenylated, most of the RNA-Seq
reads were continuous from ND3 to NCR4, hereafter referred to as
continuous read, indicating that the two genes were processed into a
single transcript post-transcriptionally. Notably, only 12 of 2,287
(0.52%) continuous reads were polyadenylated immediately at the
end of ND3, whereas 120 of the 129 (93.0%) reads mapped to the
30 end of NCR4 were polyadenylated immediately at the end of

Figure 2. Sequence conservation of NCRs in Caenorhabditis species. (A) Alignment of NCR1 sequences from the conserved 3’ part of NCR1 in 18

Caenorhabditis species whose NCR1 sequence is over 200 bps in length. (B) Alignment of NCR3 full-length sequences from 19 Caenorhabditis species and an

NCR from outgroup species P. pacificus. (C) Sequence alignment of NCR2s between five Caenorhabditis species. Note the sequences are barely alignable.
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NCR4 (Fig. 3C), indicating that the elevated expression of ND3 was
mainly contributed by the continuous reads spanning both ND3 and
NCR4. In addition, the transcript of the NCR4 was predicted to
form a stem-loop structure (Supplementary Fig. S5), typical of a bac-
terial 30 UTR.37 Taken together, we demonstrate that the C. briggsae

NCR4 possibly functions as a 30 UTR for ND3 to up-regulate its ex-
pression. C. briggsae NCR2 was also highly expressed with a poly-A
tail, but only as an independent transcript (Fig. 3A). It remains
unclear why the NCR2 shows a relatively higher expression level in
C. briggsae than NCR2s in other Caenorhabditis species (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Association of the elevated expression of a recent ND5 duplication, i.e. NCR4 with up-regulation of ND3 expression in C. briggsae. (A) RNA-Seq tracks

showing the read coverage (vertical axis) aggregated from both sexes of C. nigoni (top) and C. briggsae (bottom) along their respective reference genomes

(two horizontal bars in the middle). Peaks and genes are colour coded based on their origin of respective respiratory chain complex and two C. briggsae unique

NCRs are coloured in black (highlighted in box). Note the up-regulated expression of ND3 in C. briggsae versus that in its closest relative C. nigoni is highlighted

with a red box. ND3 expression is significantly lower in C. nigoni. (B) Heatmap showing the normalized expression of mtDNA-encoded proteins with names in-

dicated on the left. C. briggsae-specific higher expression of ND3 is highlighted in red boxes. Note that relatively low expression of various ND proteins versus

that of other mitochondrial proteins in Caenorhabditis species. (C) Sequence alignment for RNA-Seq reads against a mitochondrial genomic region spanning

ND3, NCR4 and ND5 (shown as thick bars on the top). Alignments of RNA-Seq reads are shown at the bottom with poly-A sequences coloured in green. Note

that the most reads are continuous between the end of ND3 and NCR4 followed by poly-A tailing (shown in green on the right); whereas only a small portion of

ND3 reads are poly-A tailed at its own end (green on the left). The NCR4 contain multiple stop codons which was annotated a pseudogene of ND5 (not shown).
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For nucleus-encoded mitochondrial genes, we observed an overall
dichotomy of gene expression between male and female in
Caenorhabditis species (Supplementary Fig. S6), suggesting a differen-
tial metabolic loading between the males and females in these species.

4. Discussion

Function and evolution of mtDNA have long been a hot topic in phy-
logenetic studies34. Despite the highly conserved coding elements

Figure 4. RNA-Seq tracks showing the coverage of reads (vertical axis) derived from 12 Caenorhabditis species along their respective reference genomes (hori-

zontal bars). Peaks are colour-coded as indicated in Fig. 3. Note the apparent expression of NCR2 (highlighted in black line) in Caenorhabditis species carrying

an NCR2 except C. tropicalis.
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within mtDNAs, its NCRs undergo fast evolution. The function of
the highly variable NCRs remains mysterious. Comparative geno-
mics is the method of choice for studying mtDNA evolution and
function. With the sharply decreased sequencing costs, sequencing
nuclear genome becomes affordable for nearly all species even by an
individual research laboratory. Despite the quality of nuclear genome
assemblies varies substantially from one another, especially for those
that are generated exclusively by NGS data, these sequencing data
provide an opportunity to generate a mtDNA with relatively high
quality. This is because the mtDNAs usually co-exist with nuclear ge-
nome in NGS data. Here we presented mtDNAs from 19
Caenorhabditis species mostly by mining the existing NGS data, 14
of which were reported for the first time. Those mtDNAs form an in-
valuable resource for further functional and evolutionary
studies.38,39,40

Discovery of independent duplication of D-loop as a novel NCR
in multiple Caenorhabditis species has possible implications in
mtDNA replication and transcription. DNA replication in human
adopts a model of strand displacement-loop (D-loop) or RNA incor-
poration throughout the lagging strand (RITOLS)41 starting from
the D-loop region, although the exact replication mechanism remains
heavily debated.42 Interestingly, mtDNA replication in C. elegans
was proposed to adopt a rolling cycle mode, in which the nascent
mtDNA formed branched circular lariat structures with
concatenated tails that are ultimately resolved into monomeric
circles.43 How these polymeric fragments are resolved into a circular
one remains an open question. The D-loop serves as both a DNA
replication origin and a transcription start site in human.42,44 In ad-
dition, mtDNA replication starts with a short RNA transcript as a
primer that is also derived from D-loop in human, indicating a cou-
pling between DNA replication and transcription.42 Notably, the D-
loop sequences in Caenorhabditis species contain numerous tandem
and inverse repeats (Supplementary Fig. S7). Whether the D-loop-de-
rived NCR2s function as an alternative DNA replication origin or a
transcription start site awaits further investigation.

It is well-established that 30 UTR plays a critical role in stabilizing
nuclear mRNA transcript. These UTRs are usually at least tens of
bps in length that are bound by RNA-binding proteins. Few
mtDNA-encoded genes carry such a long 30 UTR. There are only a
short stretch of RNA sequence with handful of bps in length that are
present between stop codon and poly-A signal in most mtDNA
encoded genes, for example, in human44,45 and rodents.46 It is
unclear whether these short sequences work as an effective 30 UTR
as that in nuclear genes or not. Our observation that C. briggsae
ND3 mRNAs can be alternatively poly-A tailed either immediately
after its stop codon or at the end of NCR4 is the first of its kind to
our knowledge. This is based on the observation that the majority of
ND3 transcripts contain the sequences derived from NCR4, which is
associated with its elevated expression in C. briggsae compared with
its counterpart in other species (Fig. 3). This raises the possibility the
newly duplicated NCR4 could possibly serve as an effective 30 UTR
to boost the expression of its host gene. Functional consequences of
the increased expression of ND3 remains unclear.

Incorporation of NCR2 specifically into a specific tRNA cluster
but not into other position suggests that the cluster is a hot spot for
novel NCR insertion. We speculate that this cluster may serve as a
punctuation site for resolving the branched-circular lariat structure
into a circular format during mtDNA replication, but further evi-
dence is needed to test this hypothesis. Availability of mtDNAs in the
19 Caenorhabditis species provides an opportunity for further
addressing the evolution, DNA replication and transcription

regulation of mtDNA. It will also facilitate investigation into the
mechanism of uniparental inheritance of mitochondria as evidenced
in both C. elegans47 and C. briggsae.48
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